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The Waterfront were an early Manchester supergroup formed in 1983. The band consisted of Andy Couzens
( Guitar ), Gary 'Mani' Mounfield ( Bass ), David ' Kaiser' Carty, John Squire ( Guitar ), Chris Goodwin ( Drums ).
Although the band never gigged they did record 2 now legendary tracks in a small studio in Dukinfield. A
handful of cassettes were distributed among friends and to local venues. These recordings have now been
lovingly re-mastered from the original ¼ mastertape, courtesy of Andy Couzens for a special Record Store
Day release to raise money for The Christie in Manchester. Andy and John later formed The Stone Roses with
Mani joining a few years later. Chris ended up in numerous bands before having success with Andy in The
High. Kaiser chose a different path and went to serve for Queen and Country. The rest is HISTORY.
A few words from the band.
“ It was a bit of a shock to be asked if I minded the songs being released after all this time. When I
found out we don't get anything and the money goes to The Christie cancer charity, I was over the
moon. What a fantastic cause having lost both my parents and numerous friends to cancer. It was
only right we said yes, go ahead “ Kaiser
“ We used to get picked up in Andy Couzens' big American car, he had a 55 Chevy, bright red. Andy
would pick us all up and drive back to Macclesfield and then take us all home around midnight.
Normandy is a belting song. Mani's bass, Squire and Couzens guitars combining to make a lost
classic “ Chris Goodwin
“ I seem to remember watching Woody Allen films.. but not a lot else “ Andy Couzens

